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Disclaimer 
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING 
HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD 
CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) 
BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER THE 
$DARWIN TOKEN, ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE TEAM / THE DARWIN 
PROTOCOL TEAM), DARWIN TECH LTD, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF DARWIN 
PROTOCOL, NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT 
OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN 
CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITE PAPER, THE WEBSITE AT 
HTTPS://DARWINPROTOCOL.IO/ (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES, 
PROGRAMS, APPLICATIONS OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY DARWIN PROTOCOL, THE 
TEAM, OR DARWIN TECH LTD. 

$DARWIN IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY TOKEN AND IS NOT A SECURITY OR A COMPANY. IT 
HAS NO PRODUCTS, AND THE $DARWIN TOKEN DOES NOT PROVIDE OWNERSHIP 
OVER A COMPANY, OR RIGHTS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH. ITS VALUE IS ENTIRELY 
INDEPENDENT OF ANY ACTIONS FROM A COMPANY OR PRODUCTS AND NO RIGHTS 
ARE GRANTED TO SUPPLY HOLDERS WITH ANY SHARE OF INCOME, PROFITS, OR 
REVENUE FROM ANY SUCH COMPANY OR PRODUCTS. BY PURCHASING $DARWIN YOU 
CONFIRM THAT YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO DO SO IN YOUR JURISDICTION, AND YOU 
UNDERSTAND THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH PURCHASING CRYPTOCURRENCIES. 

SEED SALE, PRIVATE SALE AND PRE-SALE ARE MARKETING TERMS FOR OUR 
CROWDSALES BEING PERFORMED. THEY ARE NOT ICOS, IPOS OR ANY OTHER FORM 
OF OFFERING THAT IS A SECURITY OR PROVIDES YOU WITH OWNERSHIP OR VOTING 
RIGHTS OVER A COMPANY. 

THIS DISCLAIMER SHOULD BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
https://darwinprotocol.io/disclaimer 

 

Forward-Looking Statement 
For the purpose of full transparency, all statements contained hereunder, or any 
other statements made in press releases or in any place accessible to the public 
and oral statements that may be made by the Darwin Protocol team or on behalf 
of the Darwin Protocol team by their legally appointed representatives in any 
given circumstance, constitute "forward-looking statements." These statements 
are matters that are not historical facts, but only predictions. 

https://darwinprotocol.io/disclaimer
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The predictions stated in this technical document, or in any other statements or 
publications may turn out to be wrong. Our assessments may, at any given time, 
be at least partially affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown 
present or unforeseen risks and uncertainties.  

So, our statements may involve potentially known and unknown risks, but also 
other factors that may cause Darwin Protocol’s actual future results, 
performance, or achievements to be materially different from our initial 
expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: 

a) cryptocurrencies, and the regulatory environment wherever the Darwin 
Protocol team carry out their businesses and operations. 

b) the risk that the Darwin Protocol team may not be able to execute or 
implement its respective business strategies and future. 

c) changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal 
growth of Darwin Protocol. 

d) changes in exchange rates and interest rates of cryptocurrencies and fixed 
currencies. 

e) changes in the availability and salaries of employees required by the 
Darwin Protocol team to operate their respective businesses and 
operations. 

f) changes in user behavior and preferences of blockchain technology users 
or $DARWIN token holders. 

g) changes in Darwin Protocol team's future capital needs and the 
availability of financing and capital to finance such needs.  

h) changes in the competitive conditions under which the Darwin Protocol 
team operate, and its ability to compete in such conditions. 

i) Force Majeure events, such as natural disasters, wars or acts of terrorism, 
and any other cases that affect the business and/or operations of the 
Darwin Protocol team. 
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01                    Introduction 

 

Darwin Protocol is the introduction of a multi-chain decentralized exchange 
(DEX) that allows the Automatic Redistribution of tokens and coins collected 
from trades regardless of the token smart contract code. 

An ERC token $DARWIN utilizes the Darwin Protocol to perform Taxless 
Redistribution in which taxes are collected from trades by taxing the liquidity 
pool rather than users, meaning users keep 100% of what they trade. Built on 
Arbitrum One with a launch supply of 85 million tokens, the supply may be 
increased up to 1 billion through staking and farming but is countered by burn 
mechanisms throughout the ecosystem. 

Decentralized, the $DARWIN contract, liquidity pool (LP) tokens, and funds 
received from tokenomics are controlled by a decentralized autonomous 
organization (DAO). 
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02                    A Redistribution DEX 

 

Available on Arbitrum One, Binance Smart Chain, and Ethereum networks, 
Darwin Protocol performs Automatic Redistribution by moving the tax functions 
found in ‘Tax Tokens’ onto the DEX itself. This widens the range of options 
available to teams on what they may collect, and how: 

 

Collect Tokens or 
Coins 

Tax Users or the 
Liquidity Pool 
 

Refund Tax Token 
Users 

either of the liquidity pair 
can be collected on trades 

projects can select at 
what point to collect fees 
in a trade 

users of Tax tokens can 
receive refunds on their 
trade fees 

 

Tax Token contracts can only tax users, and they can only receive their own 
token when doing so. Darwin Protocol opens up a new world of possibilities for 
projects that not only gives them more options but allows them to be fairer to 
users, saving them hundreds of millions of dollars in lost fees. 

 

Secure Decentralization 

As a DEX, DarwinSwap is steeped in decentralization with controls in the hands 
of the users on the platform. However, Darwin Protocol does not believe that 
just because something is decentralized that does not mean it should be 
unsecure. 

Darwin Protocol, therefore, introduces the concept of Secure Decentralization, 
the idea that decentralization should come with security measures to prevent 
abuse. At the core of this is extensive information on trade screens, telling users 
everything they need to know about the trade, and the token, as well as 
extensive token listing pages where users can perform in-depth research on the 
projects they are interested in. 

Coupled with our unique AI security system that will monitor the DEX, we aim 
to provide a new level of security for both tokens and users. 
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03                   DEX Features 
 

While Automatic Redistribution is the core offering made by Darwin Protocol, 
the DEX, DarwinSwap introduces many other unique features that benefit both 
token teams and users: 

 

Liquidity Injector 

When a token taxes the liquidity pool the Liquidity Injector by default collects 
coins from the trade to balance out the transactions within the liquidity pool 
and prevent price fluctuations. 

This creates a pool of funds that grow in value with every taxed trade. This pool 
is controlled by the token contract owner and may be activated at any time. 
Once activated it will use a portion of the coins it holds to buy tokens from the 
liquidity pool, pair them with the remaining coins in the contract, and then 
places them back into the liquidity pool as a new pair: 

 

 
 

 
The number of tokens to 
coins in the liquidity pool (LP) 
reaches levels the team 
would prefer to rebalance. 
 

 
 

 
The team activates the 
Liquidity Injector, purchasing 
tokens from the LP. 
 

LP

STEP 1

STEP 2

LP
LI
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The Liquidity Injector pairs 
tokens and coins together. 

 

 
 
Once paired the Liquidity 
Injector will automatically 
place the token/coin pair 
back into the LP re-enforcing 
it. 
 

 

This has the following positive effects: 

• Re-enforces the value of the liquidity pool 
• Decreases downward sale pressure on the token 
• Tokens are only bought, never sold, to power the function 
• Does not affect the LP ownership share of existing LP providers 

 

Liquidity Bundles 

0.05% of every trade is collected and sent to the Liquidity Bundles contract. The 
fund splits the token/coin pairing into two pools and allows each to build up 
separately. 

Once either fund reaches a set value of say $300, it creates a Bundle on 
DarwinSwap for users to pair with. For example if a $DARWIN bundle opens then 
users may pair the equivalent value of ETH with it. Upon doing so the pair will 
be staked within the liquidity pool of $DARWIN/ETH for 1 year. After that time 
ownership of the LP tokens for the pair will be provided to the user. 

This increases the value of the liquidity pool with additional tokens and coins 
paired inside it at just half the cost of usual liquidity pair creation. 

STEP 3

LI

STEP 4

LP
LI

Fig 1. Liquidity Injector Example
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Teams may also send tokens or coins direct to the Liquidity Bundle contract to 
manually create a bundle for users to pair with. This is particularly useful for 
newly launched tokens looking to boost the value of the LP: 

 

Token Team places 100 tokens inside the staking contract for 1 year. User places 
the equivalent value of coins inside the contract, of say 10 coins. 

The contract pairs the token and coins, and places them inside the liquidity pool 
on DarwinSwap for 1 year. At the end of the term the staking period ends and 
the User claims all of the coins, tokens, and rewards. 

 

Token Locking 

Locking systems have been built in to the DarwinSwap contract to allow LP 
providers to lock their tokens direct without requiring a third party service. 

The benefit to this is that not only may DarwinSwap present the information 
direct to users on the trade screen that the LP tokens have been locked and 
present the time period for that locking, but should DarwinSwap ever upgrade 
to v2 of the contract as all DEXs eventually do, the locked tokens will not be lost. 

The reason for this is that once the DarwinSwap contract upgrades to v2, locked 
tokens in v1 may be unlocked and moved to the new v2 liquidity pool. This 
prevents many millions of dollars of lost cryptocurrency that previous moves 
have seen in the past. 

Fig 2. Liquidity Staking Example
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Farming 

DarwinSwap offers farming rates similar to those you would expect for LP 
provision on the leading DEXs, minting $DARWIN tokens based on a variety of 
factors in relation to the liquidity pool provision. 

 

Coming Soon 

There are also several developments underway that will be released soon: 

 

AI Security - Advanced machine learning algorithms designed to monitor, and 
suggest improved fund redistribution for LP providers to ensure exploits and LP 
draining are avoided. This system will be expanded to monitor contracts, 
provide audits, and perform KYC checks to ensure DarwinSwap is the safest DEX 
to operate on. 

 

Airdrops - Token airdrop system with 5 types of airdrops, and 3 different claim 
methods. Built for the BNB Smart Chain and Arbitrum networks, anyone can 
safely and securely create and claim airdrops in seconds. 

 

Peer to Peer Escrow – Direct transfers between users with a secure escrow smart 
contract that will only allow the transfer of cryptocurrency once both parties 
have provided the exact amount they confirmed they would. 

 

Buy/Sell Orders – Mimicking the special functions of a CEX in which buy and sell 
orders may be placed, DarwinSwap will integrate a similar service to allow 
people to buy and sell at rates they want even when they’re not online. 
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04                   Tax Tokens 

 
Anyone may list on DarwinSwap and perform fund redistribution from trades 
regardless of the smart contract code, however, Darwin Protocol was designed 
with Tax Tokens in mind with the aim of helping their users obtain the same 
benefits but with lower costs. 

 

Collect Tokens or Coins 
Tax Tokens work through the taxing of user transactions to redistribute tokens 
for reflections, burns, etc. There are now THOUSANDS of Tax Tokens in existence 
with new launches every day. However, these tokens can ONLY collect their own 
tokens from trades. 

DarwinSwap upgrades the system to allow them to collect both the token or the 
coin it is paired with from trades.  

 

Tax Users or The Liquidity Pool 
Only users may be taxed by Tax Tokens as token contracts cannot regulate any 
other part of the transaction process.  

Because DarwinSwap controls the entire trade process from start to finish it is 
able to finetune where the tax event happens on behalf of the token, allowing 
them to tax the user or the liquidity pool. 

 

Refund Tax Token Users 
A particularly unique function of DarwinSwap is that it allows tokens to repay 
users the taxes they pay on trades. An example may be a Tax Token charging 
users 2% on every trade. Should a user perform a trade on DarwinSwap the 2% 
will still be collected from the user, but then the token may refund the difference 
direct from the liquidity pool. 
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So while Tax Token transactions typically look like this: 

 

Through DarwinSwap Tax Tokens may now perform taxes on users like this: 

 

The token still receives its tokens, but the user may be refunded some (or all) of 
the tax amount. This could allow tax tokens to provide users with negative tax, 
where they are refunded on the tax they pay for the token provision, but at the 
same time still receive reflections. 

 

TAX

Fig 3. Tax Token Example

TAX

Fig 4. Tax Token Refund Example
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05                    $DARWIN 

 

The Darwin Protocol token, $DARWIN performs its taxless redistribution of 
funds entirely through DarwinSwap. This allows the token to remain lightweight 
with lower gas, while the DEX does the heavy lifting, collecting and then 
redistributing both $DARWIN and ETH direct from the liquidity pool: 

 

This differs from Tax Tokens that perform fund redistribution through the token 
contract. Because of the limitations that creates the token must tax the user 
direct during the trade, collecting tokens for redistribution. This means the user 
gets less than they pay for. 

Taxless Redistribution allows the collection of both the token and the coin 
element of a trade without taxing the user. This means the user gets exactly 
what they pay for, plus the benefit of redistribution (such as reflections). 

 

 

 

 

 

TAX

Fig 5. Darwin Protocol Tax Example
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06                    Tokenomics 

 

Launch Supply = 85,000,000 (85 million) $DARWIN 

• No Tax on Buys/Sells/Transfers 
• 2.5% ETH & 2.5% $DARWIN collected on Buys 

 
ETH is held in the Liquidity Injector 
All collected $DARWIN is sent to the Community Fund! 

 
This fund gives holders a choice of 12 options to select how they want the tokens 
to be used (they can select up to 5 each week): 

● Marketing ● Giveaways 

● Product Development ● Bounties 

● Operations ● Burn 

● Charity ● Reflections 

● Egg Hunt 

● Treasury 

● Liquidity Bundles 

● Save for Next Week 

Holders may also submit their own proposals to the community vote! Any 
winning votes will be added to the list of weekly options. 
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07                   Staking 

 

DAO Staking 

Holders of $DARWIN may stake their tokens for 5% unlocked / 7% locked on the 
DAO to be used for governance, whereby they will receive $DARWIN as a 
reward.  

The APR will pay out once tokens are unstaked, with bonuses for locking in 
tokens to the contract. Multipliers may be applied to staked tokens to increase 
the APR rate.  

 

Farming on DarwinSwap 

Providers of LP on DarwinSwap may farm $DARWIN by staking LP tokens at APR 
rates similar to popular DEXs, based on the farm multiplier and total liquidity in 
the farm. 

 

Vesting 

In addition to the above minting methods, users that purchase during the seed 
sale and as individual investors with Darwin Protocol before the private sale are 
subject to vesting terms, which provide staking returns during the locked period: 

- Private Sale Vesting Contract – releasing tokens over a 1-year period with 
an estimated 7.5% APR. 

 

Burning $DARWIN 

To counteract the increasing supply, several burn mechanisms are integrated 
into the Darwin Protocol ecosystem. Tokens collected through tokenomics, for 
example, will be sent to the Community Fund where users can vote to burn 
them. 
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Burns will also occur through fees such as trades on DarwinSwap, and through 
other uses of the $DARWIN token to maintain a steady flow of token 
destruction. 
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08                   Evotures NFTs 

 

Evoture NFTs are special edition NFTs that are based on ‘Evolved Creatures’. A 
mix between Pokemon and Top Trump playing cards each one is unique with 
their own stats and picture. 

There are 3 types of Evoture that each card fits: 

• Uplifted – creatures that largely keep the same characteristics of the 
original animal but tech has upgraded them 

• Abomination – creatures that are barely recognizable as the original 
animal as the tech has altered them so much 

• Mutant – creatures that have been mixed with other animals to create 
entirely new creatures 

       

Each card performs 3 functions within the Darwin Protocol ecosystem: 

1) Boosting the APR rate of staked tokens 
2) Entrance to the Evoture Hunt 
3) Entrance to the Alpha group 
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APR Boost 

Each card comes with a boost number between 20% and 50%. The higher the 
number the rarer the card, with only 6 cards providing a boost rate of 50% out 
of 300. 

The card may be applied directly to your staked tokens within the DAO to boost 
your staking rate, earning you more tokens. 

 

Evoture Hunt 

Evoture Hunt is an egg hunt but with a twist. Only holders of Evotures NFTs may 
participate and entrance into the game is based on the score on the card you 
hold. 

Once a game begins the entrance screen will state one of: HP / ATT / DEF / SPD 
/ SPE. 

Along with that will be a score from 90 up to 150. 

If you card has a score higher than the one presented within the same field then 
you will gain entrance the Evoture Hunt to start the game. If your score is lower 
you must wait for the score on the scream to come down. The idea of this is that 
users with higher scores can enter the game first giving them a head start on the 
clues to find the egg hunt wallet (physical and virtual). 

The prize available will vary each game. 

 

Alpha Group 

The name given to our select group of investors, marketers, and partners within 
Darwin Protocol giving them access to new opportunities otherwise unavailable. 

Entrance to the group is strictly prohibited to holders of the Evotures NFT. 
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09                    Core Team 

 

 
Kieran Murphy 

LEAD 

 
Tristan Pyle 
OPERATIONS 

 
Matteo Cosenza 

TECH  

 
Moses Monyorwa 

GROWTH 

 
  

  

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kieran-murphy-996473166
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tristan-pyle-b25727163/
https://twitter.com/hammonnnvende
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moses-monyorwa-ab2848b2/
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10                    Road Map 

 

 

 Phase 1  Phase 2 
 Automatic Redistribution  KYC & Audit 

 Liquidity Injector  Contract Launch 

 Liquidity Bundles  Surrender to DAO 

 LP Farming  Private Sale 

 Taxless Redistribution  NFT Release 

 DAO  DarwinSwap Launch 

 Community Fund  Pre-Sale 

 Staking & Multipliers  Token Live 

 Seed Sale   
    
 Phase 3  Phase 4 

 Buy/Sell Orders  DAO Social Platform 

 Peer to Peer  Wallet Integration 

 Airdrop Platform  IOS & Android  

 AI Security  Blockchain Development 

 Fiat Ramps   

 NFT Marketplace   

 Networks Expansion   

 Network Bridges   
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English Language 
This White Paper may be translated into a language other than English for 
reference purpose only. In the event of conflict or ambiguity between the 
English language version and translated versions of the White Paper or the 
Website, the English language versions shall prevail. You acknowledge that you 
have read and understood the English language version of the White Paper. 

 

No Distribution 
No part of the White Paper to be copied, reproduced, distributed or 
disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of Darwin Tech Ltd. 

 

Inherent Risks 
Purchasing cryptocurrency involves an element of risk and may lead to the loss 
of a substantial part or the entirety of the principal monies advanced. Diligently 
and thoroughly assess and take into account the risks in purchasing 
cryptocurrency before doing so. 

Crypto assets can be subject to expropriation and/or theft. Computer hackers or 
other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with them in 
a number of different ways – these may include malware attacks, distributed 
denial of service attacks and consensus-based exploits such as a 51% attack that 
could result in the loss of your crypto assets to which there may be no remedy, 
refund, or compensation available due to the lack of regulation surrounding 
crypto assets.  

 

No Advice/No Offer  
Nothing in the White Paper or the Website constitutes any offer by the 
Company, distributor(s) or the Darwin Protocol team to sell any $DARWIN (as 
defined herein) nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form 
the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment 
decision. Nothing contained in the White Paper, or the Website is or may be 
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relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future 
performance of Darwin Protocol.  

Past performance is no guarantee of future returns and there is no guarantee 
that the market price of the token will fully reflect their underlying net asset 
value. This White Paper does not constitute any investment advice, financial 
advice, trading advice, or recommendation by the Darwin Protocol team. Please 
realize that cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associate with 
them. 

 

Regulatory Approval  
No regulatory authority has examined or approved, whether formally or 
informally, any of the information set out in the White Paper or the Website. No 
such action or assurance has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory 
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 
dissemination of the White Paper or the Website does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. 

 

 


